FIRE TANK

TANK
Highest corrosion resistant

FIRE PROTECTION

The highest corrosion resistant alloy plated steel. The Fire Protection Tank is manufactured with PosMAC steel plated sheets
with extraordinary corrosion resistance. You can be sure that the re tank is a wise investment, designed according to the
latest recognized code of practice to last in any re situation.

WHY CHOOSE THE FIRE TANK

PosMAC steel bolted tanks are suited for tough
environments where dependability is vital. They
can withstand extreme environments in any urban,
rural, coastal or remote location. The modular
design principle of the tank kits offers ease of
transport and fast assembly on site.

movable, complete with a heavy-duty lockable
access hatch. Furthermore, it is light and
weatherproof, and designed to withstand wind
speeds of up to 100 km/h. The Dome Roof can be
tted with a ventilator to prevent condensation on
the inside and an internal or external ladder for
easy access in and out of the tank. The roof can be
sealed with a felt seal to make it bird, rodent and
dust proof.

PosMAC Tank Shell

Anchoring of the tank

PosMAC is a Magnesium, Zinc and Aluminium alloy
coating that acts differently to iron when exposed
to the elements. The Al, Mg and Zn elements
create a protective barrier coating to the tank shell
on the inside and outside. This process allows the
steel to be used safely for protracted periods and
includes:

The Fire Tank foundations can vary depending on
the size, the application and the design
requirements of the tank. A reinforced concrete
ring beam is required to anchor the tank,
especially for larger tanks and for installations in
extreme windy conditions. We can give you a
detailed drawing and site instruction if you would
like to construct the ring beam yourself.

Design

3 x higher corrosion resistant properties,

Modular exibility

excellent anti-corrosive resistant at surfaces
and cut edges,
high corrosive resistance against neutral salt &
acid rain,
high quality and lower replacement costs.
The corrosion resistance reduces maintenance and
replacement costs as time progresses making the
re tank very cost efcient. PosMAC extends the life
of the Fire Tank up to 50 years.

Dome roof design
The Fire Tank roof is constructed using .55mm full
hard zincalume corrugated sheeting. The roof is

The bolted nature of the tanks makes building very
quick when compared to welded or concrete
structures. It also allows the existing tanks to be
unbolted and moved on to new locations when
needed, signicantly increasing asset value.
Engineered designs will accommodate secure
tank storage for local environmental conditions,
such as high wind speeds, snow or seismic loads.
The bolted tank and silo system allows for structural
designs to be used in various congurations,
including water storage reservoirs, water
standpipes and elevated water distribution tanks.
We guarantee that the Fire Tank will not leak for 20
years, with a pro-rata warranty available on
request.

www.aquadam.co.za

MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS
Fire protection tanks

Loose storage tanks (salt, sand)

Agriculture (irrigation, drinking, stock,
poultry, slurry tank)
Aquaculture (sh hatcheries)

Potable water storage
Rainwater storage tanks

Certain chemical storage

Recycling grey water in industrial and
mining sector

Domestic and rural water storage

Safety tanks for ammable liquids

Emergency relief tanks

Water treatment plants

Industrial and mining sectors

Wastewater treatment plants
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

CHOOSE THE LENGTH AND SIZE FOR THE SPECIFIC
APPLICATION AND AREA

2.35m

2.99m

Epoxy coatings are tested to stringent
standards and meets or exceeds the
following internationally comparable
coating requirements:

14m3
(14,000 lt)

Design code
AWWA D103-97
SANS 10160-3

9.40m

19.45m

3

2.006m
(2,006,000lt)

SANS 282:2004
PosMAC Steel

KEY FEATURES
Designed to the highest SABS standards and
specications

Flat pack and easy transportable reduce shipping
weight

Certied and approved by professional re engineer

Firmness of shape and mechanical strength

Cost-effective, high quality panel-type bolted tanks

Strong zincalume light weight dome roof

Highly corrosion-resistant steel that is ve to 10 times
more resistant than standard galvanized steel

Design life of more than 50 years

Modular system panels that bolts together with a
SMX modied polymer
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